CHAPTER V
CONCLUSION AND SUGGESTION

A. Conclusions

After analyzing the movie, this chapter would like to conclude based on the problem statement. I found the setting and educational values in “Brave” movie. Setting in the movie are: the first is setting of place including locate, geography, mood or atmosphere in the movie, the second is setting of time including time of year, time of day, and elapsed time in the movie and the last is setting of culture including historical important, social, political and culture. The setting can be covered almost all of the important element of literature that contain in a movie, story or drama, whereas educational values in the movie are: responsibility, discipline, respect, teamwork, religious, honest, tolerance, curiosity, national spirit, independent, creative, democratic, social care, friendly, environmental care, rewarding achievement and love peace. The educational values above is not only 18 items but also there are many kind of values that can be found if we looking for the educational values deeply in the appropriate study with the material that related.

B. Suggestions

I would like to give some suggestion related to this research for teachers/Parents, students, and English department. The suggestion can be put forward as follows:
1. To the Readers
   a. From this movie we can get education that teachers must be able to accept students without discrimination even though he disable. We can get education about how to handle students.
   b. Watching movie have many function, this not only as entertainment medium but if parents can selective with the movie, parents can get many advantages especially to educate the children. Because, in the movie we can guide the children about attitude, they have to learn how to different bad action and good action. Usually watching the movie can give our inspiration, suggestion, and motivation in the life. Especially for western movie, there are some differences cultures that contain and apply to our life, for example when we in dinning room. In eastern culture, when we eat some region forbid us to talk while eat but in western culture dinning room is the right place to talk about everything about their daily life.

2. To the next researcher
   a. It can increase the treasure of material that connected with the literature especially in setting, because not only setting of place, time and culture that we can get, there are many sub of discussion to learn.
   b. For the next researchers who study about educational values and setting, they can take this paper to reference.
   c. Education is very important in someone’s life. So, educational value should be introduced to the children early in the family.